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Road Bridge.  FAC: 8513 


CATCODE: 851142 


OPR: AFCEC/COS 


OCR: AFCEC/CFT, AFSC/SEG 
 


1.1. Description.  See UFC 3-250-01FA, Pavement Design for Roads, Streets, Walks, 


and Open Storage Areas, and UFC 3-250-18FA, General Provisions and Geometric 


Design for Roads, Streets, Walks, and Open Storage Areas. 


1.2. Requirements Determination.  See UFCs 3-250-01FA and 3-250-18FA. 


1.3. Scope Determination.  See UFCs 3-250-01FA and 3-250-18FA. 


1.4. Dimensions.  See UFCs 3-250-01FA and 3-250-18FA. 


1.5. Design Considerations.  See UFCs 3-250-01FA and 3-250-18FA. 
 








Road, Unsurfaced. FAC: 8512 


CATCODE: 851201 


OPR: AFCEC/COS 


OCR: AFCEC/CFT 


1.1. Description.  An unsurfaced (unpaved) structure designed to carry vehicle traffic. 


Volume and composition of traffic determines the design of roads. The surface is usually 


gravel or hard-packed earth/dirt. 


1.2. A defined facility standard is not currently available for this CATCODE.  By default, 


all requirements are user justified until a standard is established or adopted. 








Private Vehicle Parking Compound.  FAC: 8521 


CATCODE: 852271 


OPR: AFSFC/SFO, AFCEC/


COS OCR: AFCEC/CFT
1.1. Description.  This facility is a fenced storage yard with a stabilized surface and 


floodlighting. It is used to store privately owned vehicles and recreational equipment and 


abandoned and impounded vehicles. The facility may be developed as two yards at 


separate locations or a combined yard. In either case, separately fence and lock the yard 


area used for abandoned or impounded vehicles so that only security forces have access. 


1.1.1. This facility helps alleviate various problems created by the Air Force 


members living in family quarters, dormitories and officer quarters. Because of the 


limited amount of off-street parking space, particularly in family housing areas, these 


vehicles often crowd yards and streets, and create visual blight and safety hazards. 


The hazards affect both moving vehicles and pedestrians, particularly children. 


Another problem is the vulnerability of boats, recreational trailers, and inactive 


second cars to theft, pilferage, and vandalism. This problem is magnified at bases 


where entire units are sent on extended temporary duty (TDY), such as airlift mission 


bases. 


1.2. Requirements Determination.  The required size of the compound is determined 


by individual installations based on experience in impoundment requirements and the 


base commander's estimate as to how many privately-owned vehicles and pieces of 


equipment should be removed from objectionable parking locations to achieve a 


satisfactory reduction in the problems described above. 


1.3. Scope Determination.  The scope used for programming, budgeting, and design of 


auto stripping yards, pay parking lots, and recreation vehicle storage lots are limited by 


very specific financial considerations and by market need as documented by a 


professional, in-depth market survey. The scope is also influenced by the Services NAF 


construction prioritization system, which encourages economy in scope and composite 


facilities. The scope may be influence by needs assessment studies. Contact MAJCOM 


Director of Services for current criteria and guidelines. 


1.4. Dimensions.  Varies. 


1.5. Design Considerations.  See UFCs 3-210-02, 3-250-01FA and 3-250-18FA. 


Facility design includes, as an integral component, provisions to preclude discharge of 


pollutants to the surrounding atmosphere, ground, or waters. Consult AFI 32-7041 for 


additional guidance on wastewater and storm water collection, treatment and disposal 


compliance. 








Vehicle Staging Area, Surfaced/Unsurfaced. FAC: 8523 


CATCODE: 852301 


OPR: AF/A4LE 


OCR: AFCEC/COS 


1.1. Description.  A surfaced area for the permanent organizational parking and/or 


temporary holding of vehicles and equipment awaiting deployment. This FAC is not 


intended for surfaced parking areas designated for individual vehicle parking spots 


identified under FAC 8521 or un-surfaced parking and storage designated under FAC 


8522. 


1.2. A defined facility standard is not currently available for this CATCODE.  By default, 


all requirements are user justified until a standard is established or adopted. 








Vehicle Parking, Surfaced. FAC: 8521 


CATCODE: 852201 


OPR: AFCEC/COS 


OCR: AFCEC/CFT 


1.1. Description.  A surfaced area for parking vehicles. 


1.2. A defined facility standard is not currently available for this CATCODE.  By default, 


all requirements are user justified until a standard is established or adopted. 












Curbs and Gutters (and Street Inlets).  FAC: 8999 


CATCODE: 851143 


OPR: AFCEC/COS 


OCR: AFCEC/CFT
1.1. Description.  Curbs and gutters and attendant underground drainage systems are 


authorized along streets and around off-street parking areas to aid in control and 


collection of surface storm water. 


1.2. Requirements Determination. 


1.2.1. Curbs and combination curbs and gutters or shallow paved gutters are not 


authorized at installations on which the Air Force is a tenant under lease-hold 


agreements (such as municipal fields and fields in foreign countries, 99 year leases 


excluded), except as required to control erosion and drainage or as required in 


extensions of existing like facilities. 


1.2.2. Curbs and gutters are not provided in isolated areas (such as ammunition 


storage areas, bulk fuel storage areas) or open storage and other facilities far removed 


from the principal industrial activity on the main part of the base. 


1.3. Scope Determination.  See UFCs 3-250-01FA and 3-250-18FA. 


1.4. Dimensions.  See UFCs 3-250-01FA and 3-250-18FA. 


1.5. Design Considerations.  See UFCs 3-250-01FA and 3-250-18FA. 












 


Sidewalk. FAC: 8524 


CATCODE: 852289 


OPR: AFCEC/COS 


OCR: AFCEC/CFT 


1.1. Description.  On permanent air bases, a smooth, hard surfaced walk may be 


authorized for pedestrian traffic. 


1.2. Requirements Determination.  Program new walkways as appropriate within 


3400 appropriation minor construction limits or in conjunction with the military 


construction program in amounts required to support new construction. 


1.3. Scope Determination.  See UFCs 3-250-01FA and 3-250-18FA for detailed 


guidance. 


1.4. Dimensions.  Widths of such walks are 1.2 m (4 ft) minimum and increase in 


increments of 0.6 m (2 ft) to meet local traffic requirements. 


1.5. Design Considerations.  Normally, walks should be constructed of Portland 


cement concrete or asphaltic concrete. 
 








Vehicle/Equipment Parking Research and Development. FAC: 8521 


CATCODE: 852267 


OPR: AFCEC/COS 


OCR: AFCEC/CFT 


1.1. Description.  Parking areas used for miscellaneous research and development 


vehicles and support equipment. 


1.2. A defined facility standard is not currently available for this CATCODE.  By default, 


all requirements are user justified until a standard is established or adopted. 








Driveway. FAC: 8511 


CATCODE: 851145 


OPR: AFCEC/COS 


OCR: AFCEC/CFT 


1.1. Description.  Private roads leading from a street or other thoroughfare to a building, 


house, or garage. Normally a hard surfaced road. The surface is usually concrete or 


asphalt. 


1.2. A defined facility standard is not currently available for this CATCODE.  By default, 


all requirements are user justified until a standard is established or adopted. 








Non-Organizational Vehicle Parking.  FAC: 8521 


CATCODE: 852262 


OPR: AFCEC/COS 


OCR: AFCEC/CFT
1.1. Description.  It is the policy of the DoD to provide off-street parking at military 


installations instead of building wider streets that would accommodate on-street parking. 


Where facilities are located near each other, parking areas should be combined and 


reduced to the extent consistent with normal operations. 


1.2. Requirements Determination.  Authorized parking spaces for selected facilities are 


listed in Table 1. Base parking spaces for facilities not listed on a special traffic 


analysis at the installation, taking into account the availability of public or government 


furnished transportation and group car riding. Parking spaces for listed facilities, whether 


existing or programmed, may be increased where special traffic analyses substantiate the 


need. The analyses for listed and unlisted facilities should be verified by the MAJCOM 


and should then be attached to the appropriate project documents as part of the 


justification. Facilities with multiple functions may provide parking for each function 


limited to the amounts listed in Table 1. 


1.3. Scope Determination. 


1.3.1. Use a space allowance of 29m
2 


(35yd
2
) per vehicle. This allowance includes


maneuvering space for parking the vehicle and for normal interior lanes. Design 


facilities for 90-degree parking whenever practicable. 


1.3.2. Ensure vehicle parking areas are surfaced and have sufficient slope to 


control drainage. Surfacing may be either flexible or rigid pavement with the final 


determination based on the least life cycle cost. 


1.3.3. Vehicle parking areas located at installations having severe winters may be 


provided with exterior type electrical outlets for connection of vehicle engine heating 


devices. For purposes of these criteria, severe winters are those with temperatures of 


- 23°C (-10°F) or lower for 30 or more days per year, or with an average January 


temperature of -7°C (+20°F) or lower, as determined from two 10-year (or greater) 


weather data bases. The outlets are programmed as components of the electrical 


secondary distribution lines, Overhead (CATCODE 812224) or Underground 


(CATCODE 812226). 


1.4. Dimensions.  See Table 1. 


1.5. Design Considerations.  See UFCs 3-210-02, POV Site Circulation and Parking, 


3-250-01FA and 3-250-18FA. Facility design includes, as an integral component, 


provisions to preclude discharge of pollutants to the surrounding atmosphere, ground, or 


waters. Consult AFI 32-7041 for additional guidance on wastewater and storm water 


collection, treatment, and disposal. 







 


Table 1. Parking Space Guidelines for Non-Organizational Vehicles.1 


Facility Number of Parking Spaces 


Administration, Headquarters, and Office 


Buildings 


60% of assigned personnel 


Bank and Credit Union, when not in a 


Community Shopping Center 


2% of authorized customers served 


Cafeteria, Civilian, when not in a 


Community Shopping Center 


15% of seating capacity 


Central Food Preparation Facilities 38% of military and civilian food service 


personnel, largest shift 


Chapels 30% of seating capacity 


Child Development Centers 10% of children, 80% of staff 


Commissary Stores, Food Sales, when not in 


a Community Shopping Center 


Contact DeCA for parking requirements 


Community Shopping Center, including such 


elements as Main Exchange, Miscellaneous 


Shops, Restaurant, Commissary Stores, Food 


Sales, Bank, Theater, Post Office 


4% of authorized customers served 


Dormitories 70% of design capacity 


Enlisted Personnel Dining Facilities 38% of military and civilian food service 


operating personnel, largest shift, plus 8% 


of enlisted personnel (patron parking) to be 


served during a meal period 


Exchanges, Main, when not in a Community 


Shopping Center 


25% of authorized customers served 


Family Housing 2.5 spaces per living unit 


Field House, combined with Football and 


Baseball Facilities 


1% of military strength 


Fire Stations 100% of positions per shift 


Guard Houses, Brigs, Military Police 


Stations 


30% of guard and staff strength 


Fitness Center Total parking may not exceed 1% of 


military strength served 


Laundries and Dry Cleaning Plants 38% of civilian employees, largest shift 


Libraries: 


Central 1 space for each 46 m2 (500 ft2) of gross 


floor area 


Branch 8 spaces 


Maintenance Shops 40% of assigned personnel, largest shift 


Medical Facilities See UFC 4-510-01, Design: 


Medical Military Facilities 


Officers' Quarters 100% of living suites 


Schools, Dependent: 


Without Auditorium 2 spaces per classroom 


  







 


Facility Number of Parking Spaces 


With Auditorium 2 spaces per classroom, plus 15% of 


auditorium seats 


Security Offices (at gates) for installations of: 


100 to 2,000 population 5 spaces 


2,001 to 4,000 population 10 spaces 


4,001 to 6,000 population 15 spaces 


6,001 to 10,000 population 20 spaces 


10,001 and over To be based on a special study 


Service Clubs 2% of enlisted personnel or officer strength 


served 


Swimming Pools 20% of design capacity 


Temporary Lodging Facilities 90% of bedrooms 


Theaters, when not in a Community 


Shopping Center 


25% of seating capacity 


Warehouses 1 space for each 46 m2 (500 ft2) gross area 


of office area, plus 1 space per 4 persons 


assigned to storage activities 


NOTES: 


1. This table provides the parking standards for various functions and activities which may 


require adjustment to meet circumstances at individual locations. 


 








Walkway Bridge. FAC: 8525 


CATCODE: 852282 


OPR: AFCEC/COS 


OCR: AFCEC/CFT 


1.1. Description.  Spanning structure that permits pedestrian traffic over river, chasm, 


road, etc. (Footbridge). 


1.2. A defined facility standard is not currently available for this CATCODE.  By default, 


all requirements are user justified until a standard is established or adopted. 








Coal Yard.  FAC: 8526 


CATCODE: 821111 


OPR: AFCEC/COS 


OCR: AFSC/SEW 


1.1. Description.  Area designated for the storage and handling of coal. 


1.2. A defined facility standard is not currently available for this CATCODE.  By default, 


all requirements are user justified until a standard is established or adopted. 








Covered Walkway. FAC: 8524 


CATCODE: 852287 


OPR: AFCEC/COS 


OCR: AFCEC/CFT 


1.1. Description.  Covered walkways that are authorized for pedestrian traffic.  See 


reference in Category Group 74, Indoor Services Facilities Overview, paragraph 1.4.  


1.2. A defined facility standard is not currently available for this CATCODE.  By default, 


all requirements are user justified until a standard is established or adopted. 








Vehicle Parking Garage. FAC: 8531 


CATCODE: 853101  


OPR: AFCEC/COS  


OCR: AFCEC/CFT, AFSC/SEG 


1.1. Description.  A building designed for parking certain government vehicles that 


require protection from the elements. (Car Park, parking garage, parking structure, 


parking ramp). 


1.2. A defined facility standard is not currently available for this CATCODE.  By default, 


all requirements are user justified until a standard is established or adopted. 








 


Pad, Equipment or Support.  FAC: 8526 


CATCODE: 132133 


OPR: AFCEC/COS 


OCR: AFNIC 


1.1. Description. General purpose concrete pad used to support communications 


equipment such as air conditioners, generators, towers, etc. 


1.2. A defined facility standard is not currently available for this CATCODE.  By default, 


all requirements are user justified until a standard is established or adopted. 


 








 


Road (Street).  FAC: 8511 


CATCODE: 851147 


OPR: AFCEC/COS 


OCR: AFCEC/CFT, AFSC/SEG 


1.1. Description. 


1.1.1. Highways on Air Force bases are either roads or streets depending on the area 


in which they are located. In open areas they are roads. In built-up areas they are 


streets. 


1.1.1.1. Open areas are areas within the site limits of the base, but outside its 


built-up areas, designed for training, maneuver, ammunition storage, bulk fuel 


storage, or other incidental purposes. 


1.1.1.2. Built-up areas are within the site limits of a base and contain buildings, 


reasonably spaced and arranged for administration, housing, warehousing, and 


storage plant or depot purposes. Street intersections usually occur at intervals 


of 400 meters (1/4 mile) or less. 


1.1.2. Roads and streets are categorized as primary (P), secondary (S), tertiary (T), 


and patrol roads (PR). 


1.1.2.1. Primary (P). Base roads and streets serving as main distributing 


arteries for all traffic originating outside and within a base are designated 


Primary. They provide access to, through, and between various functional areas. 


They are planned and designed to accommodate large volumes of traffic 


composed of all types of vehicles required to operate regularly within the base for 


the anticipated life of the highway. 


1.1.2.2. Secondary (S). Base roads and streets supplementing the primary 


system by providing access to, between, and within various functional areas are 


designated Secondary. They are usually planned and designed to accommodate a 


reasonable volume of comparatively light weight vehicles, and an occasional 


passage of the maximum size vehicle expected to operate regularly on base. 


1.1.2.3. Tertiary (T). Roads and streets providing access from other roads and 


streets to individual units or facilities of a functional area are designated 


Tertiary. They are planned and designed according to traffic anticipated at the 


individual facility they serve. 


1.1.2.4. Patrol Road (PR). Roads planned and designed for use in surveillance 


or in patrolling areas for security purposes of light traffic. 


1.2. Requirements Determination. 


1.2.1. For planning and design purposes, roads and streets are divided into classes 


depending on topography, land use, speed, volume, and composition of traffic. Class 


A roads and streets are multi-lane (four or more lanes) and may be divided or 


undivided. Class B, C, D, and E roads are two-lane. There is seldom any requirement 


for Class A roads and streets on Air Force bases. See UFCs 3-250-01FA and 3-250- 


18FA. 







 


1.2.2. For programming purposes, show roads and streets by category (P, S, T, or PR) 


followed by the class (A, B, C, D, E, or F). 


1.3. Scope Determination.  Volume and composition of traffic determines the 


geometric requirement for roads and streets. Wheel load, tire pressure, wheel 


configuration, and frequency of operation determine structural requirements. Type, 


volume, character, frequency, and composition of traffic are related to size, type, and 


mission of the base. 


1.4. Dimensions.  See UFCs 3-250-01FA and 3-250-18FA. 


1.5. Design Considerations.  See UFCs 3-250-01FA and 3-250-18FA. 








 


Vehicle Parking Operations.  FAC: 8521 


CATCODE: 852261 


OPR: AFCEC/COS 


OCR: AF/A4LE 


1.1. Description.  This facility provides parking space for organizational vehicles at two 


types of locations: The main pool, normally adjacent to Vehicle Operations 


Administration (CATCODE 610121), and authorized sub-pools at the operating site or 


adjacent to the operating location of designated activities whose function requires 24-hour 


access to a substantial number of their assigned vehicles. Obtain authorization to 


establish a sub-pool from the transportation office. (The term sub-pool does not apply to 


any parking space identified by other category codes, space reserved for a few 


organizational vehicles in non-organizational parking areas [see CATCODE 852262], 


on-street parking spaces, or in an activity's storage yard). 


1.2. Requirements Determination.  Typical organizations requiring sub-pools are 


CE, hospital, communications, security forces, aircraft maintenance, and vehicles exempt 


from pooling by DoD or Air Force. Vehicle operators use pool and sub-pool space to 


perform daily and weekly maintenance on their equipment. 


1.2.1. Pools and sub-pools require a paved or stabilized surface. The vehicle 


operations central pool requires floodlighting, a security fence at least 1.8m (6ft) 


high, and one or more controlled paved entrances. These features are provided at sub- 


pools only when the operation presents a special need for safeguarding and night 


lighting. 


1.2.2. One of the major sub-pools is operated by CE. The facility is usually a part of 


the CE complex and usually adjoins the Base Civil Engineer Open Storage, 


(CATCODE 452255) and the Base Engineer Pavement and Grounds Facility 


(CATCODE 219943). Due to the type of vehicles parked in this sub-pool, facilities 


for washing, consisting of wash racks and steam cleaning equipment, are necessary. 


Provide one open wash rack space for each 25 assigned vehicles. 


1.3. Scope Determination.  Determine the quantity required at the main pool and at 


individual sub-pools with the following steps. 


1.3.1. Using the base Vehicle Authorization List, identify all vehicles for which the 


Base Transportation Officer is responsible. 


1.3.2. Subtract all vehicles that are regularly parked at open locations other than the 


pools and sub-pools described above. Also, subtract those regularly parked (or to be 


parked) in buildings and sheds such as Base Engineer Pavements and Grounds 


Facility (CATCODE 219943), Vehicle Operations Heated Parking (CATCODE 


214426), Vehicle Operations Parking Shed (CATCODE 214428), Fire Station 


(CATCODE 730142), and Ambulance Shelter (CATCODE 510264). 


1.3.3. Among the remaining vehicles, identify those assigned to the main pool and 


each sub-pool. Then, refer to Table 1 to obtain the required amount of vehicle 


parking space. 


1.3.4. Refer to CATCODE 123335 if a vehicle fueling station is to be collocated 







 


with the main pool or sub-pools. 


1.4. Dimensions.  Space requirements are given in Table 1. 


1.5. Design Considerations.  See UFCs 3-250-01FA and 3-250-18FA. Facility design 


includes, as an integral component, provisions to preclude discharge of pollutants to the 


surrounding atmosphere, ground, or waters. Consult AFI 32-7041 for additional 


guidance on wastewater and storm water collection, treatment and disposal compliance. 
 


Table 1. Parking Space Requirements for Vehicle Operations Parking. 
 


Vehicle Space Factors Gross Area  


 m2 yd2 


50-100 3,180 3,800 


101-150 4,870 5,825 


151-250 8,110 9,700 


251-350 11,400 13,600 


351-450 14,600 17,500 


451-650 21,100 25,250 


651-850 27,200 32,500 


851-1,000 34,700 41,500 


 








Loading/Unloading Area.  FAC: 8526 


CATCODE: 890152 


OPR: AFCEC/COS 


OCR: AFCEC/CFT 


1.1. Description.  Those areas normally at ground level where miscellaneous materials 


may be loaded or unloaded as the requirement may be. 


1.2. A defined facility standard is not currently available for this CATCODE.  By default, 


all requirements are user justified until a standard is established or adopted. 





